SPECIALIZES IN:
3-D modeling, animation, motion graphics, games, interactivity/coding, wireframing & prototyping for mobile

PROGRAMS/PROFICIENCY:
Adobe Suite (Illustrator, InDesign, After Effects), Sketch, Principle, Framer, Blender, Javascript/C++
**Do Ze**

多謝 (do ze/doh jie) is a speech-controlled narrative which presents a difficult but transformative memory from varying perspectives.

多謝 presents gaps between different characters’ experience to present what is not immediately apparent.

*Do you know what you would want to do?*

*...I want*

多謝 (thank you)
LOOK BACK
3-d modeling, animation, graphic, 2016
Past Work

FAT PUG, SMALL PUG
pixel-art game, javascript
BIRD ISLAND

3-d modeling, animation, unity